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The launch of Apple iPhone 4S 64GB is the end of iPhone lovers who were waiting for an updated
version for a long time. With a cute and heavenly design and innovative features, Apple iPhone 4S
64GB has proved a groundbreaking device. If you are looking to buy this marvelous smartphone,
below mentioned points will help you out to understand it better-

The attention-getting body of Apple iPhone 4S 64GB has been offered with 140 grams heaviness
and 115.2 x 58.6 x 9.3 mm dimensions. To protect the 3.5 inches (~330 ppi pixel density) LED-
backlit IPS TFT capacitive touchscreen, designer has provided Scratch-resistant oleophobic
surface. There are also sensors like Accelerometer for auto-rotate, Proximity for auto turn-off as well
as Three-axis gyro sensor. More interestingly, it possesses Multi-touch input method.  

With this Micro SIM card support only smartphone, availability of 512 MB RAM and 64GB storage
space is not less than a surprise for the users as it is hard to find such a impressive memory in any
mobile phone, that too inbuilt.

Apple iPhone 4S 64GB is featured with several sources of connectivity, for instance, WLAN Wi-Fi,
3G HSDPA, GPRS, EDGE, Bluetooth, USB and HTML Web browser. Thus, users need to worry for
accessing web for searching anything, downloading or uploading. Moreover, it has brought GPS
system with Google Maps and Digital compass to keep the users trouble-free all the time.

Addition of 8 MP camera in Apple iPhone 4S 64GB has made this widget extraordinary even in
photography. Since the camera is blessed with auto focus, LED flash, Touch focus, geo-tagging,
face detection, LED video light, video stabilization, geo-tagging and Image editor, capturing
3264x2448 pixels still images and 1080p at 30fps video clips will be superb in itself.

Apart from the 8 MP primary snapper, Apple iPhone 4S 64GB is also taking possession of front
facing videocall camera. Moreover, you will be feeling out of the world after noticing Siri natural
language commands and dictation, Voice command/dial and iCloud cloud service and Active noise
cancellation with dedicated mic.

YouTube & Twitter applications can be accessed on Apple iPhone 4S 64GB with high-speed as well
as updated options of messaging like iMessage, SMS (threaded view), MMS, Email and Push Email
can also be found.

Coming to infotainment, audio/video player and editor will perform in a pleasurable manner to deal
with all latest formats of music. Also, there is TV-out feature to enhance the job.
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